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This paper develod an optimal sequential mechanism for xtting ?I e brldget of a bureawTaq 
where the budget setier (the principal) baa only partial informatiol~ concerning the nrinimum, 
r@@ir&i @&get. Bureaqcratic slack is constrained by the existence o1 managers who css replaw 
t?te c%wkW mans&‘buP only at a cost due to the need to l::an.. th<i job. The principal‘s initia’l 
iuf~r%nalion at& the, co& of Wnovet of managers is related to the c xpected bureaucratic stack. 
The princ:lpal gains information over the budget setticg press, so t $at a previous budget level 
provides Lnportant infbrmation for current ‘budget ~*~ttir,g. 

. 



In practice tkere .seems to be a wide .vGation in t:cle level of excess cost, 
For ex,ample a highly technic9 defense program is likely to have mI?rre Naste 
CIan 2: locaf garbage collectiun agency, although even the httes is not 

t iy &Gent [Spnn (19771-J. In this paper, tke budgeter mechtinism 
is shown to be best within a reasonably general class is used to s 

det tie fix l3ize of tbc iPrx.peGt 
Co prods the ZSW&XS of 8 btreau are known with 

services are pro4us;ed ai minrmum cost. 
At the other ext is great Jand costly to reduce., outcomes 

The prevaIen_e of bureaiacratic slack in both public organiz:ations and 
private firms has heen confi ed by the available studies. This is often 
ma~~f~~~~ in exce&e staff a low productivity.’ Mecka lzisms wkich limit 
t-be level of slack, ~a~~i~~la~~y the private sector, inciutie competition from 
other firms, takeover bids, and reward structures which provide an incentive 

agers to increase productivity and reduce costs. Even given these 
snas, the iiterature sho:$s that continued slack is to kc i xpected 

ando~ special circumstances [see, for example, AIchian and IJemsetz 
the t-&y responsible for allocation Iaf a budget 

on mncerning the minimum funds needed for 
ploi~ this t;, obtain some excess budget. 

::ary mechanism de;~eloped in this paper reveals an additional 
constr nrnt or1 bureaucratic slar.: k which cotlld be called sequential 

ition uetween managers.. fk& mechanism is based on the ~existence of 
qu managers who car repl;ic~ tt e current manager of a bureau 
h2 but only at a cost to t%e principail Imposed by the need of 

any ke:w manager to learn the ‘,rz3noIogj; of the job. The principal can 
us (av~~a~~i~ity of maragers) by setting a budget below the 

level of funds whick, acr:ordin$: to the principal’s limited 
m, may be- reqrired folr the job of the bureau.. If the funds are 

zn% the manage: resigns and moves t:, an alternative jfob so ats to 
protect his reputation ds a good manager. On the other hand if the budget is 

has succeedt d in reducing some of the slack within the 
the p~rincipsl gains more information concerning the 
rids. Tke b:tdget of&r-s can be chosen optirnahy by 

t of chaqzover of bureau heads agai?t the direct 
ng. Even if the bureau is the sole source’of supply for 
ono@y power is kmited by the probability (on the 

hasis. of the principal’s information) and cost of turnover of the ?aurean’s 
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be obe=fved, this does not in;raIida:e the modd. Ehdpt Cuti-inag l+:hich kads 

ts thC’? J’&@hGU Gf h”e2U.l h@Ki; is ~!“‘dktd IKBi frla be Gjh-Ial GFXX 23 

IX am is well estab‘eistred (See secllon 8). 

:n, this sequerttial budgetary mechanism. the 2: mip::l :d?:;erves oniy 

~~vhettler the hr.Kfgct offer at. any strap is sufikie:l! fm Ike jGb. 1, ..Xmation Is 
MTswing the range of possibla minj!J UT1 C dpC!ts. The 

audgeiazy mechanism is related to a well &IO&n seyue:r;t;a’l sear. : !rcmdl.rs 
over prices [Rothschild ( 1974)-J. kvertheless, ;hi;re are difl’crer et since in 
Rothschild’s case actual prices are observed so that the r-rppt~~~prha;, qdat:::g 
of in%rmatiion (ping Bay& rule) differs 

3% exploitation 0; the sequential a vailabriit~ nf n\an,~gcri” also has 
impkations for the distribution of expecter, -1 s!ack w;tksin both pUblic srrd 

privtte burea:.Watic orgariizations. Sir:ce the bud._Eetar; nnecitanism is 

forn:ultatcd ir, bilateral k3-ms it alsa aitF;lies with apprqkte nr;c&&xtions 

,witkin a bureaucracy. Budget af!WatiOn dcc!!t.i:~\l kr~ ~adt. nil t?SCh 

hierk,rchic kve! within .he organization: and eacl subF;:~I, ihe agent, has 
IXCW information concc,rlGng the minimum fun~ts rcqulred :o :tpcrl:e his I 
!;ection than his imm:c,.kre super&~: t.hc principaL. ’ ’ AlthOU,@l ttG5 iS IlCt 

pursued Further in this g,3per, one might expect siacb to be breater in thoqe 
areas of operation whk’:h are harder for an outsider :o understand. ‘~-LX . 
example, the: computer section or research and &ielupn~n; maq ~,WC more 
slack thalrl the typiq; pool, which can be easiiiy ~n~~nitorcd and wher:: ;i IS TI( :t 
diffkuit f; w ;t nsw manqa:r tcr learn the particul.u characteristics cF ik job. 

E have made some strc;r;g simplifying assumpticxs in d~.vebping \ 
provotype model of the budgetary mechanism which r?zvcrtheless jmms to 
capture the main aspects of the problem. Some of the ;L:;sumptions aHow a 
cimple treatment of rhe n?lain ideas and for this reasnr ;,;,~y IX of interest in 
tl\emselvi:s. For exampk, the assumption of 7. deterministic budgetary 
mechantsm, in which the managers are fully inkm~;d crPnct:nGng the 
principal5 reservIation hl;dget, results in substanbi:J siq9 ficaticn relative to 
a rando!nized mecharkm in which a manager fat es a distribution of 
reservatkrl budgtzs. MoreoLirer the simple mechanism is &OWL to be superior 
(from the viewpoint of the principal) to the randorrked mechamsm under 
some circumstances. 

Section 2 sets out the sf:sumptions which determina: the generality of the 
class of budgetary mecha?ziG,ms to b: considered. T~CSL a:,sumptions are used 

‘A number of authors, for 3x ample, Ahxuan arsd Demset;! .? ‘2: and Fama (Z979). have 
recognized the importanoe of WI tside markets for managers as G &ciplimng mechanism to 
reduce slack. Fama ~!i:~,cusse$ ‘% :onditions under which the outsidl.\ i&or market ensures that 
manag- work within1 their conti ret. i am concerned with the effect -f the outside labor market 
on the contract itself anJ the siWk within the contl*k,,:t. 

%ee Albert Breton (1974, ch. 91, Gordon TuIlock (1965) and Ant1 ony Il*owns (196 I, cb. XI) 
for analysis of the information flow through 3 bureuwcrscy. 





s cost arising from bureaucratic mi~mpo!y power 

‘The standard a~sutf'lpti~za that al! the decision making v$c:r of a bureau 
is embodied in the but head or manager is made for ease oT analysis. lit is 
zlssumed bha accepts the job he will ComfJke it, since otherwise 
rhis would Assumption I) and he will be racked as a bad 
:Banager. 

Assarmg&XI 2. A manager’s indirect uMity if he accepts and completes job J 
is represented by th:: Van Neumann--lldtP;genstern utility index ~.(b, 8). where 
t? represents the bildget and 0~ 88, tr] is an index, which 1s not observed by 
the principal, of the best practice resource requirements of the job. qb, 8) has 
$Wtial derivatives, ub > 0 and U@ < 0. 

A larber value of 0 is associated with greater resource requirements fDr the 
job. For example, ‘for any given 6, a larger 0 might Indicate rhat grzates eiXort 
is required by the manager in co-ordination and supervision to complete the 
job SQ thaj the manager’s utilit) is lower. Similarly for the same 8, u,,>O 
since additional budget can be spent on extra staff, each of whom has tcr be 
siij@tivised less closely to produce the same total output. Aiternatively the 
management may have preference for extra staff for other reasons such as 
prestige or promotion which lead? to a desire for additionz.1 budget and ciack 
I&+thin the bureau. 

The miniium budget necessary for the jvb, X(O), is defined as the 
reservation budget at which a fully infarmed manager is just wiUing to accepr 
u,he jnb rather than take his next best alternative at uti!ity II~, 

wl:ere M is strictly increasing in 0, since m’(6) = - u,Juy ~0 by Assumption 2 
amce d(O). Although MO) also depends on uo, thi, is of nc interest i;k tile 
subsequent anaiiysis. 

Assumption 3. For any particular jab .T, the value of n{O) Is assumed tcl 
invariant across potential managers. 

Assumption 3 is certainly satisfied if nil potential manag,:rs are identical, 
‘but such. B strong assumption is not $lecessary. For =xamDle if differences 
between managers are independently bnown tc the ptincipal, market pressure 
IMU lead to salary compensation >D t!jat m(d) (wit\, s&zy included) is the 
same for any manager offered :&I job. Wowevcr, such independent knowledge 
of ability is also not realistic and oniy under q+ecial circumstance?’ &- 

4M&~~rs could be ranked in ability according YV the Ir vei of output 2~; can pmkw iI m 
given inp& i&ckuding their own &mt. A mana~~cr iz then ‘better’ than 8. ,other mneagcr ii h? 
can da the same jot at the some budget but et less effort mrl therefore a higicr r~tility to 



on at the various 

9. 3%~ each job .I’, the principal negotiates sequentially at a cost 



7. A 
b Lrdget 

m(6) 
of Che 

and the gaimzipal’s 
budget decisi9r~ 

Rescxrc~ ;1llocatir,n tith asymmetric information WIX on the abill;y of 
l:hz %Gxxd agent (the candidate for bureau head) to conceal the true 
minim~xr ’ budget for his own benefit. A caudil!ate for bureau head can 
credibly choose the outcome associated wi~:h any value of ~)ii in thz glincipal’s 
current information set. In particular the fth candidate can cialm Pn(B)=b,, 
where hi is the principal’s reservation budget at that stage. This is closely 
reIateci to the self-selection constrsiirt in the pri:\cipal axed agmt literature 
[:sce, for exampk, Harris and ‘Townsend (1981, p. :PU]]. Also any ecjui!ibrium 
budget (at v+hich the job is done) must be feasible. 

P~,w$ Let tS, he the principal’s reservation budg: I to1 the ith negotiation. if 
!.q is not k&h, then by definition tl(bi, 6) <t:, and the fully informed 
manager (,4sswmption 7) rejects the job. Since by .3issumptio;l 6 tLe principaf 
;%xs not offer a ‘higher bi to the same managibr, the manager takes FIis 
&ernative job at utility u. and the job is not accepted at that ;legot,ation If 
bi is feasible, the fully informed manager (Assump;ion 7; IS in a position to 
insist m(8) =-=!+ and will accept the job at the prini,.ipal’s reservation budget. 
‘XI& f&lows since by Assumption 2, a manager aiw:rvs prefers bi to a lower 
budget and by Assm~ptioo 6, the manager dees not raze& a bigher offer if 
he rejects tie job. Therefore the first feasible rese*rv&ion budget wilf. be 
a~pted ;almcI (3~ Ass\amptiun 4) the process then stqx QED. 

‘kgri~ wtd Rativ (1979) prove: a mm&~ of prspositions col~~rning o-)timad iocentiw 
amtracts,, ‘Qe model described here differs from iheirs sirice thr y a::uEne the coAract is 
negotia!ed Wore 0 is knows. 



tly simplified by the 
n bud@ is fixed for each 

the Gme uf the bu de&ion. 
be Zrrationaii since -?NkCipal 
candidate to learn the job b> re- 

rvation budget as 
infeasibk. MoweveF3 IP this were aormd plaCe&lre, potenti~al managers would 
soon believe that by reje&ing the initial! ‘reservation’ bstdget, they would 
receive a higher budget offer with probability one. dn a sense the higher 

offer becomes the rtSt3FVatii~n budget ~IIO~ to the mana 
kssumption 7. 39 Proposition 1 the nitial ‘reservation budget’ would always 
~-NT r@ectzxk whether or ?ot it WM. feasible in favor of the true higher 
re~rvation budget. .&sumptioal 6 is therefore really a consequence cf 
Assumption 7. Thus the mecharrsm of-budget offers that is best in a 
sense does not akw the bar@ners tt., take a&antage of this ex post 
opportunity for a Pareto improrement which alters the budgetary procedure 
and ts the incentives .&er the de&ion:; under the original procedure 
hiWf5 

Also it is interesting *that Propositicbn 1 implies that the prekninary 
process sf negotiation is immaterial. However long and_ involved the 
bargaining process may appear to bz, in 2~ final asalysis it resolves into the 
question of whether the candidate for aglscy head will axept the principal’s 
reservation budget. 

This of course does not rule out the posse ‘b&y that ihc principal may gain 
fkom a mechanism in which both Assumptions 6 and 7 are relaxed to allow 
the principal’s reservation budget to be raised with less than probabil&y one 
after the manager has rejected the budget. This would no tonger be strictly a 
case of asymmetric information since neither side is fully informed with 
respeti to the other’s reservation b&get. Some conditions under which such 
a m&~ism is inferior are proved in section 5 after the {derivation of some 
of the properties of the best sequent of fixed reservation budgets. 

3, ##wAleIn et the lItaIm_ 

The premise that th:. manager of the bu L*au. has full information 
w the rntiu::;~ budgetary requirem~ it.: +et the principal has 

‘omaticm is m-d nsabtic unless obtaiinir~p this infoxxnatk is wstly. 
Thi; cost iand the large mm&m bf jobs for which the prindipat is responsible 



38 assumed to pi-e&dr, Ihe prini;ipal ;iorn My leaming each job and 
necessitates dele~alism to the bureau manager. 

AsstmptSon 8. There is a strictiy positive cost :br any macager pi,JCcd from 
$2, to learn mjfif. The prin?:ipai’s portion si this cost, which is p&d as 
~~~n$~~t~ba~ion 1.0 the manager, is includea in P”> 0. The manager ancurs a net 
10s~ of utility I rwhich may be zero) after compensation in order to learn 
.Plf 0). 

For simphcitv a prospective manager is assrmmed to have the same 
i:lformation as the principal at the time he is @3-cd from GJ. From 
Proposition X, the principal and the it19 pick for minagzx know m E r fi, __ 1. 51 
denoted IV,_ I where hI_ 1 is the maximum; of the i - 1 reservation budgets 
klirat have pr3violrsiiy been rejestec!. F(m) is txnca!ed C-cm below at b, 1 and 
the distribb&m of m is updated hl/ defining Y:, conditional on m E Mi _ t. If 1’ = 1, 
MO = M, the! initial information. * 

Assumptiort 3. The ith pick f/x manager from !2, is asmmd to know the 
principal’s reservation budget for the: ith negotiatisn and the distribution of 
;:I is F[F~I~EM~-~). 

If the fact that it talxs time to learn nqfj) is c<lnveniently ignored on elhe 
basis that the study period is shur: in relation tlo the time horizon of the job. 
from Assumptions 7, 8 and 9 the ith pick for maPlager knows that if hc 
decides to study the job he can choose the max [u, -. R, u(b;, 0) - ;cl where Rt is 
the principal’s reservation budget at the ith stage. Therefore the manager pi!! 
study the job if his expected utility from the trial period exceeds his 
alternative utility or if 

EiimaxCu,-5u(b,,6)-R]) >zQ,. (3 

The expectation is taken with respect to the manager’s I;nowledge of the 
distribuiian qf q before he studies the job (.‘issumption 9). 

The ith candidate will. be willing to st:ddy the job iE the compensation 
during the trial period is sufficient to offsc~. any negative factors so that i = 0, 
provided bi exceeds the previously rejected reservation budgets. The manager 
can then never do worse than his alternative. Even if L ~0, it is in the interest 
of both pa&s to ensure institutional arrangements such that the trial period 
is attractive or otherwise the job will certainly not be done. In a competitive 
market for \managers the paymen:! to each man;. er during ihe learning 
period; and :henc% 1, will be adjusted until each manager is indiffereat 
between tiqting the principal’s offer to study the job and his alternative. 
The determination of *the distribution of the lctarning cc~t between, the 
principal and the manager is outside the scope of tt is paper. 





PtopnSitian 2, that Wiy optimal sequerm (if it cxis:s) is strictly in~reasinq, 
emablm $(bJ; M, r) to be expressed ia terms of the distribution F(m). 

job is awpted over the entire seqt~~~ of n offers is Pr { m 5 b, ! m E M> = 
Q&). The i& offa, hi, is made (at an offer cost r) if the previous i- 1 offers 
am s&W3d. The previous i - 1 offers are rejected with Pr (M E ~ii _ 1 1 m E Ad) = 
1- F(bi __ 1) where M {__ 1 ==(bi_ 1, 6-J 7%~ offer, bj, IS accepted given that the 
grvevious offers are rejected with Pr (m 5 bi 1 m E Mi _ f > = (FjbJ - F(bi _ ,)j/ 
(I - I$?+. ,I>. Themfore the a priori p :-obabiiity the offer Si is made and 
ampted is Pr{bi- l <fn 5, bi 1 m E A/i) = F&J - F(bi _ 1). t-knee the total expected 
cost is the sum of each offer, bi, weighteli by F(hJ - F(lli _ :,f plus the offer cost 
r weigh&I by 1 -F&_ J The expected net value of the job is 

9 the best sequences of budget off~s (if any exist) also have the useful 
property that the op&ma)i number of of!‘ers in any such sequence is less than 
some number, n(M, r, F’) determined by the pararreters M and r and the 
distribution 1;: ?:herefore in determining an opblrnal budget policy only 
s?queraqg;s of lenf$h bounded by nfM, r! r;l! need be considered. The proof of 
t&s Prqmition 3 is established in appendix A. If (bi) E I?, where B is the set 
of all in&&e budget sequences, then it is convenient to write the principal’s 
eXJKW?Ci net return from {bi) as V,((bi)’ M, r). 

Pkoposltion 3. Corrsi&. sequences of budget oglers which ieminate with 
probtzbiliky o&z on or before the nth tricrf. Let this set be denoted r?;, l$_. Then 
fir aivy budget sequence (b,) E l3 there exists n(M, r, F) such that 





offer 6 h nq#ive so that in any optimal sequence badger offers wi!i cease: ?t 
li& budget; S,, 1~ than 6: The fiid dfttr b,, <6 satisfies the condjtion thai. the 
eqtected net g&n tfrom 6, is positive or zero, and the expected net gain f~-om 
I? t?+i is negative. The probability that the job is not accepted is the 
pk*oblabitity that the final offer is rejected, Prim> h, 1 P)IE M), which is st: ictly 
positive. J.E.D. 

It is interesting to r&ax Assumptions 6 and 7 and consider a rr.ore 
csmplicated dass of budgetary mechanism in which renegotiation ~CCIKS 
with some positive probability whenever the candidate for manager rejects 
the jlob. ffndet Assumption 10, the budgetary mechanism is randomiz& since 
for any negotiation the principal has a distribution of reservation budget:~ 

&sumption 10. For the ith negotiation the principa: determines an initial 
maximum budget 3f to be allocated to the job. If b,* is rejected by tk 
candidate for bureau head, and if i< n, the princiya! reopens negotiati3: IS 
with probability A[ where O-C xi < 1 and raises the budget offer to b$ 1, which 
is renegotiable with probability 7Ci.b L. If b: is rejected, the principal bryngs in 
a new manager with probability (1 --xi) at an initial maximwn budgzL offer 
c*d‘ bfr.,. 1* The process stops when a manager agrees to complete the job at i: 
budget the, principal is willing to pay. At the time of the budget decision, the 
ith prospective manager is assumed to know MC?>, nj and bj tl for all j= i: 
i -I- 1,. . ,,.n. 

There is no loss of generality in assuming that the new candid.dste is given 
the same offer as the exist@ candidate wou!d reckve with renegotiation. 
The ~@cipal has the same itjformation concerkng the minimum acceptable 
budget in either case and the cost r of bringing in a new candidate acts as a 
fi.xzd cost with respect to the choice of further budget &ers. 

I.Mortunately a powerf& theorem which restricts optimal mechanisms to a 
simpie type of direct mqzhanism [Harri.s .q?d Townsend (1981, p. 4’31 does 
sot .appJy to seqac&al, mechanisms Feith learning. It is therefore possib!e 
that a ~&omi.zed %ud@ary mechanism of the type dctlned by Aasumptior, 
10 is optimal. Proposition 6 shows some special circumstances under :vhich 
this is nc.t the case. ‘See appendix A fo:l the proof. 





ExW&e aaon~poly in this context means that the job must by done by the 
beau &nd it& InSally chosen head or not at all. The co5 t r Of bringing in s 
ww calf is prohibitive so that it is optimal to have only 0~1s: offer. From 

reposition 5; if 01>6+r, then the best single o%r is & The bureau txtracts 
khe -ma~hu~ budget that might be required given the przuipal’s 
information. The expected slack is then at its maximum s(A4, :r)= 
,@A-- m] dF(m). Tbc expected slack at the single offer k; increases with 6--b, 
the range $of initial information M. This range is likely to be large if si;niiiar 
jobs Rave been done under similarly adverse circt~mstances so that the 
principal must rely mostly on limited tecnnicali imormation concerning the 
_iob. 

The Niskanen (1975) model assumes that the principal has ‘no irrformation’ 
concerning the cost of the job and. that the monopoly bureau can extract a 
AuQget equal to the entire value of the job to the principal. This holds for the 
model of this paper c nly in the special case s,here the minimum cost budget 
sequence is the sin&t offer 6 and Y = 6t r. If Y > &+ r, then from Proposi- 

tion 5, the final o&r is 6 and the principal’s expected net return from 
the optimum seque,?ce of of?ers is at ieast v-(6+ r) wlrich is strictl,y 
,X&W,. If ‘a <6-1-r, the expected uet gain from the finafl offer L,, 
l~~-~~~~(lml_~~l~~~~_~~ -I, is non-negative. The probability that thz offer 
15~~ is amq&ei is strict@ lee than one ensuring that v is strictly greater th; n 
b8 4-r. The expected surphts if the job is accepted is at letst v -(b, -t P), which 
is striottiy positive. This holds for all positive integer values of n, including a 
value of one. .&en in the extreme case where there is only one budget offer 
in the .optimal sequence, the bureau is in general unable to extract the entire 
value of the job to the principal. 

‘i. E,xcesa cost old skck Some comparative statics . > 
For &np%ity it is aqsurned throughout trlis section that v 2 6+ r, L o that 

the:j~b is ampted. with certainty. In this case, any budget sequence which 
niaximizcs tie cxpected~ net return dso minimizes the expected cost of the 
job. . I ’ 3 ’ 



(ii) $M, r) c s(M, r’& unii 
(iii) _rd~,r);r~M,t)<s(~,f~-fo.q(M,rz’)* 

The siirnipk resuits when n= 11 were discussed in section 6. If n > 1, an 
increase in P makes it optim& for the principal :o ikreasc the reservation 
b&get at each stage of the sequemial’ search ~KKX&.IP~. This reduces the 
~r&bihty that any ofFer is r@cted with the consequence that the expected 
numkzr of offers before the job is Sccq&d is reduced [see Proposition 7(i)] 
and e&c ex daclc is increased [see Propbsittion 7(ii)]. As ~discussed in 
section 6, the expected da&~ is 2eW if there is no co& of obtaining 
information (r =O) and at its rnatim~~n when then: is at most one offer in the 
optimal squence. Propositior~ ?(ii) shows that thk result is sticiently robust 
to hold for srnaII variations in r. Although q(M, F$ decreqes with r, this is 
more than o&et by the rise ?J s(M, r) and r its& ,L that the ‘expected excess 
cos,t, sQM,r)*q(M,r) is ahSo irk creasing in r. [se? &qosition 7(iii)$ 

X~om3ti~n is kss precise if the z:‘rme dktribution F(m)& is defined 
~onditionai a a broader rango M wh& main&iuing - the same mean E?(W). lo 
kmma 1 ensures that the exmted excess cost and its components sfM,r) 
and F&M, r) are unafkcted by a transformation n’ ==~n $ a of $(n& which 
changes th4z mean to F(cnf)= Eins)+a The&&e there is ii0 loss .of gencrahty 
ix sotti9~ :x= -h so aa to measure the range 419 initiisf W~mation from h” =O. 
Less precke information can then he char:ietcriiz by a simple transfor- 
m&ion mr’=-* ynr, where 7 > 1, which stretches tie don&n of F from PF~E M = 
(&a to mr~M’=(0$J. Although E(&)+E(r& rhis &zs.not afkt the com- 
p’ccn& of interest (b!b kmmit. 1). 



Lemma 2 is a hotmogmwity pruperty of the ~.mpons:,~~s of cosf. w’kkh is 
crli:ical for the proof of the comparative static effects of ~lti;tnge~ I- the range 
alf the principal% initial information Rf. If the iniria’r ir~Sk~mht~on is less 
precise by a t’~tsr a and if the offer cost is increased by rhc ame factor, then 
GE expected number of offers is unafle~ted and the expected slat% ant.! 
expected excess cost increase by a factor y. 

Pnqms3tican 8. If 1’ 2 y6+ I, Yn’ = ym wherf m E 34, ypl’ E iw, 5 = 0 ad y > 1 tkm 

(b) q(M', r) > 4(M, r), pt~~,idd q(j%f’, I’) > 1, atd 

(ii) s( M', r) + yq(M’, r) > s(M, r) + rq(M, r). 

Proposition 8(i) implies that the expectev + wmber of’ oKers and therefore 
the expected search cost increases as the principal’s information becomes 1~~s 
precise. 1 * In general not much can be said concerning the direction of 
change of expected slack. Etr~m the Srst order corEditions {a), the diffecencc 
tztween offers may change in tin irreyuia: way either increas+q, ;:;I 
ef ti:reasing dependi ng upn both E and F’ as the distributim is strct&ed 
over a wider range. Ne-~~theless the expcted excess c,st is increased 
[:Propcl)sition 8(ii)] so that the additional search cost must mar\= than 
outweigh any reduction in expected slack. The a priori expected slack s(A4, r) 
sh.,~ld not be confused with the expected slack after an offer is accepted. 
‘Mormation is then updated so that F is conditional on nz~(&- I, h,]. 

So far I havre restricted the discussion to a one rime job which has no! 
been done previousiy. Many government jobs do in Fact repeat, especially 
Qiose which are mainly‘ administrative irl natwe. Bureaus responsible for 
~administering a welfare program or maintaining working safety standards are 
examples of this. For simplicity I shall analyse the case of a jo’b which has 
lnen done under a former administrati m ur goverm .:nt but for which the 

“Tlhis is similar to the Rothschild (1974) result that under a srquentiai search procedure with 
‘% ygst per sbsecvatioo, increased price dispersion ~u~crer+scs ih~ intensity of sealr;h. ‘The problem 
stylied bc% is not’ quite the same, since RothzxhiZd defines increnased price dispe.rsion by adding 
moth-tight tn the tkils of the distribution but maintaining the zlomair, over w&h the 
nli$tri@v$icn k# d&cd. h / \ 



ing the current a~i~istr~tio~. The 

5&2r Is the fully i~fo~ed sxisting 
st does not affkct the aptimt hKilS@t 

&, xi which the job en completed previc&y 
hat the job can be done that budget or less. The 

qper limit on the funds which may be required for the job, 6, is t&zn:fore 
qual tG b&. This is 5du2 or t most important ;~~W~SSZS which determine the 
iAid Sormation l-&d by the principal on the range of possi 
budgets for each job. 

As a polar case, it is possible that the information from former budgets 
d~s no mare than cunfum the originally knou,n upper limit for costs based 
on technical conditions. This c:ould occur if, Fran the inception of t 
the possible saving from setting a budget below the originally known upper 

it is not su&ient to of&et the risk and cost of rejection of ;I budget offer 
at is too low. &ch year it would then be optimal to offer the budget based 

on the worst known technical conditions. This offer would be accepted with 
Ge The cwpect~ budgetary slack would mot be reduced over time with 
th tisn of t’,e job. 

atively if at any time a budget offer is made which would not cover 
c&s under the worst known te&n.ical circumstances then the principal gains 

on the true miaimurn cost whether or not the offer is accepted. 
s re&cted as explained previously, this increases the knowir lower 
and truncates the distribution F’(nr) from below. Similarly, if the 
is acsqted, the distribution F(m) is truncated from above, 

expected cost of a future repetition of the job. Once the offer is 
any new information 51: the range of minimum budgemts can be 

used by the next administration tc: determine the best offer or &:rs for the 
next budgetary !,rreriod. If the bureau head a-ted. a budget t-h:: previous 

which ~aered the known maximum cost of the job, it may be 
for the $ncipal make an ev? lower budget oiler this period. The 
n under which s is the case are stated in Prop&itioti 9. @x5 

appe4ix ‘IB for the proof.) One reason why administrative heads everywhere 
rush to spend their .full budget before the new budgetary process begins is 
t%at awy sign that f%e funds ‘are not nrdzded is an invitation to the ~rir.~~pal 
to cut t?ie next @3d% alloc&on. 



Neverthe:kess as he known range of minimum ccJs”rs :!arrows, the possible 
gain from attempting to rzdace the budget of a re~pentinp job diminishes The 
difference ktwzern the hdget, bk, accepted the prev;ious period and any 
Inudget t Its, than b,. becomes closer to zero. At S~XI-E stage (depending on 
Ihe offer cost r) th:: optimum strategy fog a repehting job is simply thz offer 
of the budget of the previous !,ear (adjusted ~OF inflation). The expected siack 
then remains constant for future repetitions of the job. 

Since programs, such as road construction and police $3rotection, occur in 
many jurisdictions and have usually been done hefore in the same 
jurisdiction, the relerant principal has a rather more pre>cise estimate of costs 
tor these programs l.han for a new project such as a large irrigation scheme. 
Although the latt\sr tyrc of project may have been done elsewhere, a 
l?articular ccst pr&iem, such as prevention of eqvironrzental damage, may 
be unique to .he location. Since less precise information is generaiEy available 
concerning the minimum necessary cost, the model predicts a higher expectetj 
excess cost in such a new program [Proposition S(ii)]. Also if the offer cost is 
constant over projects, the expxted number of ofkrs is greater for the large 
irrigation s&eme than for routine road construction [Preposition S(i)]. 

Oq the ot~~;n hand the offer cost may be greater in thf: new scheme, which 
b:r itself tends to increase the expected exces!; cost [Proposition 7(iii)] and 
the expected slack [Proposition 7(i:i)_J. The specialized kno&dge required hy 
a non-routine project may mean that repIacing the manager is likely to 
,impose high F;osts in terms of less prod activity during the new mmager’s 
trtining period. Those projects which combine very imprecise information on 
budgetary requirements with high cost of replacement of the management are 
those that the model predicts are associated w;th the greatest expected slack 
Such ti combination is most likely to be found in th,: management of a 
program invotving sophisticated technology vlithin an area such as defense 
or space research. 

In th8e it&a!. years of a new program, the model predicts that the budget 
will often fall in rc?itl te,rms. Only if a budget offer is rejected will future offers 
rise, but not above a previously accepted budget. The existing empirical 
s’;udies such as Gist (1977) do not directly test this, since budget cuts are not 
corrected for reductions in the level of service, which often occur at the same 



. ’ 



Proo$ The proof of this prqwition is separated in two lemmas. 

P’Rx$. Stippe there exists {bi) E B, SUCH that c a((hi); M, r>g o({bfj; M, r) for 
a:1 -lb;) E B,, and all FX’. 

S~~GX big% and 6,+~ > hi for all i (Proposition I), there exists bras&, s~4-1 
that fim,, a, b, = b,. 

Since in addition F is coctinw~s on [&I, b], for any E. > 6, 6 :r cl, there exisis 
i20 A’ s+t; that for all nhiV, 

, 

Consider Lhe n:t advartage of (bij EB after N offers r;;;!ative to (6:) E B,, I 
VI >eh-c b; =bi for iE(1,,2 ,..., N) and bN+l=Ifpp. 

‘file probability that any of the oR+rS (b,,, 14 Gbr+ f,. . . ) of { bi) are accepted 
i:s strictly less than F&J-- F(b,), which is tk;e probability bN+ 1 = b, is 
sccepted in the sequence ‘(&I. ‘Hence igmfing the cost of mr?king c. ch o&r 
the expecf.ed relative gain f&n (b,) EB over ;bij EB~+~ is saictly less than 

Ib,-b,+,3~F(b~-~(bNIl. 
Since mare than one offer Is made in the sequent (bN+ 1, b, + 2,. . . > w&h 

probability greater than 1 -F@, + I], the expected additiorla1 offer cost of 
{bi) E R OV~C {b;) G -&+ y exc&& $1 -F(b, + 111. 

Hence, hinti ‘hv- &wption (hi) E .B is sup&o: to { b$ E B, + I, 





sc that a prospective agency head, knowing nr(@J, is indifferent between bf 
with certainty and 1 the uncertain Frospect of u*(eJ if the principal 
renregotiat~ and u. otherwise. I&&) 2 u(b~+ r, Si), since the manager then has 
the option of choosing b,4: 1 with certainty. Assuming that uebgO, so that R* 
&crease in 6 does not increas!: u more at high budgets than at low budgets, 
@xi for all 8 e & (if. oi exists), u(bi, 8) > nlu*(8) c (1 -n&. Therefore given 
thzt the manager t&es -the sure prospe& when he is indifferent, the manager 
ac~zepts^ bf ‘for’& I$&&, where bi +z rn@J, and rejects br otherwise. 

‘The fact th!at, for any non-inferior sequence (b:):, ej and bi zz m(f9J exist for 
a.U i c n and that bi_ 1 <bi for all i r M, where 5, = b,* is proved by 
co&radiction. Suppose bi=nt((IJ does not exist or that (bi): exists but 
h,.,< b,,, for some jg n. [n either case whenever b.?_. 1 is rejected, i)T is made 
and rejpxted .tith probabilitv one. If b,;t were eliminated from the seq~encc, 8% 
t;Frs: ‘p&t$al would gain by the expected cost ~(1 - xi) of bringing in a new 
car&date when 6;. is rejected. This implies (b:); is inieric j*, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore there is a strictly positive probabihty that bt is 
mb3e ,ad accepted (i.e., that ~tl E (bi_ 1., bJ) for all i 5 IL ALSO u*f@il= Mb:+ 1, 0,), 
uhx m(tJ$~ b&b’,+ 1, 66 t&h bf+ 1 would be accepted (if offered) when 0= ei. 
3om (AS), this implies 19~ satisfies 

’ , 5 _ 
ni-(t~~:,ei)-u,)/~~~tuibiZi 1,8i)-U,). (A-6) 

“h ‘find’ t&midi~~on under which (bp); is not inferior to (b:)“,, consider 
the exFted net return z,,_ ,((br); M,r) from (br); relative to z,,({bFJ; iM,r) 
from (@f)!. & Q Is n&6 wit$ , pr&abihty E(b2) in the sequence (bf): 
and with probability F(b,)-F(b,) in the sequence (bt): and atiding in the 
ex*edinat Ft@WR %Xxl~ of%% bf, 

., t<.,;:‘< ! ’ ! -7. /.\I* ,.,< . . 
‘,, ./ .’ &$;M +T’ “4...,gIb:j;~:F)-(v-bf)F(b,)+(v-b:)(F(b3-”~~b~~) lj . 
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If the manager is risk neutral (Ubb=O), from (A.6), 1ti=(br-bi)/(br+1 -bi), 
which implies b1- bT = (l-n d(b1- bd, so that 

Therefore {bn1 is not inferior only if 

(A.?) 

The expression for z.({bn,M,r) is shortened when convenient and zn-iM) 
denotes the principal's expected net return from the sequence {bni+ 1 when 
the distribution F is conditional on mE M J = (b j, 5]. 

(A.8) 

Consider the non-negotiable sequence {bi}i, where bi==m«(}i) for i<n and 
b. == b:. The expected net return v. _ lMj ) is defined analogously to z. _ jM j) 
and v.(M) == v({b;}; M, r). Using a similar expansion as in (A.S), 

(A.9) 

The proposition is now proved by induction. Since b.=b: and b: is not 
renegotiable, the expected net return from the last offer z1(M.- 1) =v1(Mn -1), 
where mE M n _ 1 anf j = n -1. When only two offers remain and j = n - 2, from 
(A.S) and (A.9) and from zl(M.- 1)=v1(M.- 1), 

If the manager is risk neutral, from (A.6), 1t. -1 = (b:_ 1 - b._ 1)/(b: - b. -1) and 

Assuming b:- 1, b: is not inferior to the single offer b:, from (A.?), 
z2(M.- 2)<V2(M.- 2). Now consider the sequences {br}i and {bi}i when n-l 
offers remain, so that j=l. Suppose z.-1(M1)<v.- 1(M1). From (A.S) and 
(A.9), z.(M) < v.(M) -(br - b1)F(b1) + 1tlr(l-F(b l ». Hence by the same 
argument as when j=n-2, if the manager is risk neutral and {br}i is not 
inferior, z.(M) < v.(M). Q.E.D. 



-. 
w((b,),M,r)= 2 (r)!CF(b3-M,h,_,11i-r[~--t;lb,_,)]3_ (B.l) 

{a= f 
:\ , ‘,; , _ ‘_ : ‘. 

Alss fat: the ppsct OF the proof of Proposition 7, let (hi;: i;nd fb$ 
rqmsmt best budget secpmxs wim rn~ A4 aud the negotiation costs are r’ 
aud r respectkely. I , 
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